
  

 
Joint Statement of the Office of the Texas Attorney General  

and the 31st Judicial District Attorney’s Office 

 
In January 2018, the Hemphill County Sheriff’s Office requested the assistance of the Office of the Attorney 
General with the investigation into the death of Thomas Brown of Canadian, Texas. Since that time, 
investigators with the Special Investigations Group in the Attorney General’s Office, along with other law 
enforcement agencies, have put thousands of hours of work into this case, interviewed numerous witnesses, and 
submitted various items of evidence to undergo forensic testing. Additionally, in early 2021, the Attorney 
General’s Office established a Cold Case and Missing Persons Unit that also reviewed this matter enlisting 
independent experts to possibly identify any further leads that could be developed. As of today, this case 
remains a questionable death investigation without sufficient evidence to conclude that Tom Brown’s death was 
attributed to a criminal act, an accidental death, or a suicide. It was initially thought that a formal grand jury 
investigation into this case might produce new evidence or leads but, after careful and thorough deliberation, we 
do not believe presenting this case to a grand jury at this time would be fruitful or ethical.  There is insufficient 
evidence to establish probable cause.Further, the legal standard at trial of beyond a reasonable doubt, that Mr. 
Brown’s death was the result of an intentional, or unintentional, criminal act, is not supported by any evidence 
collected at this time. It is the longstanding practice of the 31st Judicial District Attorney to not present 
suspicious deaths to a Grand Jury if evidence shows the death was the result of a suicide. 

Because of the amount of public interest in this case, the amount of time that has elapsed, and the amount of 
erroneous information that has circulated around the investigation, we believe it is necessary to be open and 
transparent about the facts in this case. While it is not common practice to disclose evidence in a pending 
investigation, we believe providing a general synopsis of the known facts in the case will dispel conjecture and 
provide a thorough explanation for the inevitable, but frustrating, conclusion that this investigation has reached 
an impasse and should be suspended until such time as additional reliable evidence may be discovered. 

Attached to this statement you will find a summary of the investigative actions that have taken place in this case 
along with a general overview of the evidence that has been developed and reviewed by law enforcement over 
the past several years.  

 

 

The Honorable Ken Paxton     The Honorable Franklin McDonough 
Attorney General, the State of Texas    31st Judicial District Attorney  

 
 

 



   
 

   
 

CX9512431186 Thomas Brown Investigation 
Summary of Investigative Findings 

 
Investigative Actions Taken by the Office of the Attorney General from 
February 2018 to October 2021: 
 
Total Number of Items Submitted for Forensic Testing and/or Analysis: 35 
 
Total Number of Witnesses Contacted or Interviewed:  71 individuals on at least 99 separate 
occasions 
 
Total Number of Polygraphs Conducted:  9 
 
Total Number of Formal Searches Conducted:  9 
 
Total Number of Search Warrants and Subpoenas Issued:  150 
 
Total Number of Trips to Canadian, Texas:  9 
 
General Overview of Evidence Reviewed During the Investigation: 
 RELEVANT TIMELINE INFORMATION (VERIFIED THROUGH 

MULTIPLE SOURCES OF FORENSIC DATA)  
 Wednesday, November 23, 2016,  6:04 PM -Thomas Brown leaves 

his house. 
 9:11 PM - Internet search for a suicide hotline on THOMAS 

BROWN’S phone. 
 11:26 PM - THOMAS BROWN’S Dodge Durango observed headed 

towards town. 
 11:28 PM to 11:36 PM - Last known credit card transaction by 

THOMAS BROWN at Fronk’s Oil and Gas pumping gas. 
 Thursday, November 24, 2016, 12:23 AM - THOMAS BROWN’S 

iPhone loses power (the phone dies, it is not shut off).  
 1:10 AM - Dodge Durango seen headed in the direction of THOMAS BROWN’S 

house. 
 1:11 AM - Dodge Durango seen headed back in the direction of town (away from 

THOMAS BROWN’S house). 

Josh Reno
Can someone add in this information?

Mindy Montford
I added it-does it show up on your copy?

Josh Reno
Is this the correct spelling of the gas station?

Mindy Montford
Yes-Fronk's Oil and Gas

Josh Reno
Same here please



   
 

   
 

 5:28 AM - Dodge Durango seen headed in the direction of THOMAS BROWN’S 
house. 

 5:30 AM - Dodge Durango seen headed into town (away from THOMAS 
BROWN’S house). 

 5:56 AM - Dodge Durango presumably seen driving into the water treatment 
facility (never seen coming back out). 

 8:30 AM - Dodge Durango located at the water treatment facility. 

 
 ITEMS OF EVIDENTIARY INTEREST  

 11/24/16 - Dodge Durango belonging to THOMAS BROWN found 
 Soil sample taken from apparent wet spot near driver’s side of 

vehicle 
 Testing by the University of North Texas yielded no results 

 .25 caliber casing found on floorboard of front passenger side. 
 Casing did not provide any forensic evidence. No latent prints 

could be identified on the casing and casing could not be tested 
further for DNA per DPS lab. 

 01/27/17 - Backpack belonging to THOMAS BROWN found 
containing his school-issued laptop. 
 Nothing of forensic value found on laptop. 

 10/14/17 - iPhone belonging to THOMAS BROWN found on (see 
additional information on iPhone below). 

 10/14/17 Gun case found. 
 Forensic testing by DPS-no profile could be obtained from hair 

samples found on the case 
 Records produced from Apple, Inc. indicate that THOMAS 

BROWN’S iCloud account did not contain data that is commonly 
backed up such as iMessages and photographs.  It is of interest 
because IP logs and data access logs were blank. 

 Records from Facebook indicate THOMAS BROWN’S Facebook 
page had been removed. Per a representative from Facebook, 
removing a Facebook account can only be done with the account 
owner’s password.  

 January to February 2019 - Skeletal remains positively identified as 
THOMAS BROWN located in. 
 Partial skeletal remains were discovered on January 9, 2019, by 

PYNE GREGORY, former Hemphill County Deputy, at 
approximately 9:45 a.m. while he was on duty.  

 Other remains, though not all remains, discovered in OAG 
search on February 12, 2019. 

 
 BLOOD EVIDENCE FROM VEHICLE OWNED BY THOMAS BROWN 



   
 

   
 

 Two small stains in the Dodge Durango were collected by HCSO and submitted 
for testing by DPS and were positively identified as THOMAS BROWN’S blood. 
One swipe on the driver’s side door and a small swipe of blood in another area 
that will not be released. Neither swipe contained a significant amount of blood. 

 Photographs of the interior of the vehicle taken on November 24, 2016 by 
Hemphill County Sheriff’s Office (HCSO) depict a messy car with multiple 
pieces of debris all over the vehicle. No blood evidence was discovered or 
observed on these items and the vehicle components were dusty.   

 When the Durango was recovered, no observations were made by anyone, 
(including family), that the vehicle had been thoroughly cleaned within the last 24 
hours such as wet carpet or residual odor from cleaning products.  

 When the Durango was returned to HCSO for further processing, more 
photographs were taken depicting the vehicle in the same condition as when it 
was recovered on November 24, 2016. The Texas Ranger assigned to the case 
made no observations that would suggest the vehicle needed to be processed for 
additional blood evidence.  (Multiple photographs are attached.)  

 The red markings depicted in the photos are paint and not blood. The 
investigative team learned that the students at Canadian High School painted the 
streets before football games and both red and yellow paint were found in 
THOMAS BROWN’S vehicle.  

 
 KLEIN INVESTIGATIONS & CONSULTING (KIC) LUMINOL 

TESTING OF DODGE DURANGO 
 On 11-23-17, PHILIP KLEIN, a private investigator hired by PENNY MEEK, 

mother of the deceased, conducted his own luminol test inside the vehicle and 
concluded there was blood “all over the vehicle.” The investigative team stands 
by its position that this test was not properly conducted, and the results are 
invalid.  
 Luminol does not require an alternative light source and must be done in 

darkness.  
 The second spot of blood only known by investigators was not discovered, 

photographed, or mentioned in the KIC test. 
 Photographs provided by KIC depict a car that appeared to be covered in 

blood, however, photographs also depict the individual conducting the test, 
believed to be PHILIP KLEIN, also covered in blood. This is likely because 
the blue light used during the testing was illuminating light against dark 
objects. [Photos attached.] 

 On 11-30-17, KIC sent an email containing a memo stating KIC had conducted 
the luminol test, taken samples of what appeared to be blood, and explained that 
they would have the samples tested. [Memo attached.] 
 On 7-20-20, PHILIP KLEIN told SGT. KADING with the Office of the 

Attorney General that he had never heard back from the lab where he sent 



   
 

   
 

the suspected blood swabs from the luminol testing but stated that he 
would follow up with the lab. 
 On 8-17-20, SGT. KADING received a memo from PHILIP KLEIN 

explaining that he had conducted the luminol test using proper 
evidence retrieval and used a luminol product from Pioneer Forensics. 
[Pioneer Forensics Instruction Manual attached].  KLEIN stated that 
he used a blue light and yellow glasses during the testing, but per 
Pioneer Forensics, no alternative light source should be used. This 
memo further states that no blood samples were in fact taken because 
HCSO had told KIC to leave the scene untouched and not take 
samples from the vehicle.  

 On 8-17-20, CHIEF DEPUTY BRENT CLAPP with HCSO told SGT. 
KADING that PHILIP KLEIN had called the week of August 10, 2020 
asking which deputy had been present for the luminol test. KLEIN 
stated the deputy’s last name was “Martinez.” CLAPP advised that 
there were no deputies present for the testing and that they have never 
had a deputy named “Martinez.”  

 HCSO was never involved in the luminol test conducted by KIC. 
CLAPP forwarded SGT. KADING an email exchange between 
himself and KLIEN from December 4 and 5, 2017. On December 4, 
2017, CLAPP asks KLIEN for any updates from KLIENS trip to 
Canadian, Texas two weeks prior, not yet knowing about the luminol 
testing. KLIEN tells CLAPP about the luminol test in the email 
exchange. (Email exchange attached.) 

 THOMAS BROWN’S IPHONE 
 During a search conducted in October 2017, an iPhone was located 

that was later confirmed through digital forensics as belonging to 
THOMAS BROWN. 
 Phone was analyzed by the FBI, OAG Digital Forensics, and 

an independent digital forensics expert.  
 The phone contains THOMAS BROWN’S data. This data cannot be 

transferred from phone to phone because it contains internal applications 
that are connected to the IMEI of the device purchased from Verizon 
Wireless.   

 IMIE Number of Phone is xxxxxxxxxxx7160 and matches Verizon 
wireless records and box that phone came in provided by family.   

 SIM card # xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx3865 was activated with this iPhone and 
was verified by Verizon Wireless. This sim card has never been placed in 
another phone per Verizon Wireless.   

 The search for a suicide hotline occurred at 9:11 pm. This entry cannot be altered 
on the phone because all activity is timestamped. [Report Attached] 

 The phone died at 12:23 a.m. on November 24, 2016. It was not shut off.   



   
 

   
 

 The phone never had power again until it was powered on by the FBI after it was 
discovered in October of 2017. 

 The phone was in almost perfect condition- no scratches, nicks etc. FBI 
confirmed the moisture indicators had not been activated on the phone. Although 
it is not impossible the phone had been outside since November 24, 2016, it is not 
probable. The area where the phone was found had been recently mowed and had 
been mowed several times over the summer. Hemphill County received 
approximately 26 inches of rain from November 24, 2016 to October 14, 2017. 
[Sourced from http://www.theweathercollector.com/.] There was also a severe ice 
storm on January 15, 2017.  

 PENNY MEEK texted a witness in January of 2017 asking if their child knew the 
passcode to THOMAS BROWN’S phone and clarified this was a four-digit 
number. The child began asking numerous friends if they had the passcode. The 
circumstances surrounding the passcode created misinformation that HCSO had 
asked for the passcode in 2017. The investigative team has confirmed that HCSO 
did not ask the family for the passcode in 2017. [Redacted text message string 
attached.]   

 The digital forensic evidence indicates that it is more likely than not the battery 
case was on THOMAS BROWN’S phone the night of his disappearance. The 
phone records show a “plug in”/charging event earlier in the evening while 
THOMAS BROWN was at his house. There is never an “unplug” event the rest of 
the evening suggesting that the “plug in” event was the result of the built-in 
battery charging case attached to the phone and not another type of charging 
source that would require an “unplug” event before relocating the phone. Further 
evidence to support this theory are that THOMAS BROWN’S friends stated he 
was religious about keeping his phone charged and that he almost always had his 
battery charging case on the phone. 
 

 HEMPHILL COUNTY SHERIFFS’ OFFICE (HCSO) 
 PENNY MEEK and PHILLIP KLEIN stated they were shown a photograph of 

THOMAS BROWN at the gas pumps at Fronk’s Oil and Gas on the night of his 
disappearance by NATHAN LEWIS.  This prompted the investigative team to determine 
if the photo existed and to try to locate the photograph.  
 The Hemphill County Sheriff’s Office was shut down for over 24 hours while 

investigators of the OAG physically searched the office and forensically downloaded 
and analyzed all target computers and the server. All in-car camera data was 
obtained.  No evidence was found to support that the photo existed on any HCSO 
equipment at any time.  

 It is the opinion of the investigative team that the Fronk’s Oil and Gas Video was 
mishandled, and that SHERIFF NATHAN LEWIS failed to document the collection 
and eventual loss of this evidence. His report about the video was not written until 
January of 2018. Criminal intent for Tampering with Evidence cannot be established. 
Several other witnesses, including people not associated with the Hemphill County 

http://www.theweathercollector.com/


   
 

   
 

Sheriff’s Office, claimed to have seen the video or had credible information about the 
video, however, the video would not have provided any footage of THOMAS 
BROWN getting gas. The camera that would capture this view was facing the ground. 

 PYNE GREGORY found the skull belonging to THOMAS BROWN at approximately 
9:30 am on January 9, 2019, not in the middle of the night as some have stated.  

 No evidence was established that any HCSO employee was involved in the 
disappearance or death of THOMAS BROWN at any time.  
 

 THE PARTIAL SKELETAL REMAINS FOUND IN JANUARY AND 
FEBRUARY 2019 
 The remains do not support any finding in the cause or manner of death.  
 Remains examined by the University of North Texas (UNT) noted the following:  
 Skeletal remains positively identified through dental records as THOMAS 

BROWN. 
 MAXILLA- Comminuted fracture of the posterior maxillary socket for teeth 

8-10, however, no fractures of the associated facial wall socket. This is 
consistent with a blunt force trauma impact to the anterior teeth, but no 
determination could be made if this trauma occurred perimortem or early in 
the postmortem stage. UNT determined the trauma appeared to be from front 
to back. Evidence of postmortem scavenging noted though it is unlikely that 
scavenging caused this injury.  

 ZYGOMATIC ARCH and greater wing of the SHPENOID- Skeletal damage 
consistent with blunt force trauma that may have resulted from a single 
application of force. Neither post or early perimortem can be excluded as the 
cause of the damage.  

 Regarding all other bones recovered -No skeletal injuries resulting from 
perimortem trauma were observed, however, the majority of the remains were 
not recovered.  Evidence of postmortem scavenging noted.  

 UNT concluded that the trauma observed on the skull could not be attributed to a 
single or to multiple incidents if the trauma occurred perimortem without further 
information. 

 The investigative team determined that although a technical finding of “blunt 
force trauma” was observed in the maxilla, zygomatic arch, and greater wing of 
the sphenoid, these injuries would not have caused death or incapacitation. 
Furthermore, it was determined that the injuries could not be solely attributed to a 
perimortem incident.   
 The investigative team asked experts at UNT if there could have been a 

gun shot into the head through the base of the neck without any evidence 
on the skull. UNT’s expert opinion is that this did not occur because there 
would have been other indicators. 

 



   
 

   
 

 EVIDENCE SUPPORTING CAUSE OR MANNER OF DEATH 
 CRIMINAL ACT/HOMICIDE 
 Physical Evidence 

• .25 caliber casing found on passenger floorboard; however, the casing did not 
provide any forensic evidence. 

• Trace amount of blood located in the Durango that was THOMAS BROWN’S 
blood.  

• Blunt force trauma to the maxilla, zygomatic arch, and greater wing of the 
sphenoid but undetermined whether this trauma occurred peri or postmortem. 

• Items belonging to THOMAS BROWN located in various places miles away 
from where his vehicle and skeletal remains were located. 

 Circumstantial Evidence 
• No known motives or threats. 
 

 ACCIDENTAL DEATH 
 No evidence other than blunt force trauma located on the skeletal remains but 

inconclusive without further evidence to support the trauma occurred perimortem. 
 

 SUICIDE 
 Physical Evidence 

• Search on 11-23-16 at 9:11 pm for a suicide hotline. 
• Blunt force trauma to the maxilla, zygomatic arch, and greater wing of the 

sphenoid but undetermined whether this trauma occurred peri or postmortem. 
 Circumstantial Evidence 

• Multiple witnesses stated THOMAS BROWN struggled with his mental 
health surrounding issues concerning his family history and his faith.  

• Evidence from THOMAS BROWN’S phone showed he frequently joked 
about suicide or dying to his friends. 

• One witness stated to investigators that only a few months before BROWN 
disappeared, he was seeking help with mental health issues. This witness 
offered to help BROWN get therapy and drive him to Amarillo for 
confidentiality purposes. Per the witness, BROWN declined because he did 
not want to tell his mother, and he was still a minor.  

• Evidence shows that THOMAS BROWN had a fixation on wearing diapers 
stemming from his childhood that was known to his family and a few close 
friends. The investigation revealed that this fixation was a major stressor in 
BROWN’S life that he had kept secret from friends for a long period of time. 
Brown had recently confided in a few friends about the diaper fetish in the six 
months leading up to his disappearance (verified by phone records). It should 
be noted that the investigative team determined that the diaper fetish had little 
to no relevance in the criminal investigation and should be disregarded as 
sensationalism. 



   
 

   
 

• THOMAS BROWN had recently been told that his grandfather committed 
suicide off Lake Marvin Road and not that he died from a heart attack as he 
previously believed. 

• Recent incidents including quitting football, breaking up with SAIGE 
PENNINGTON, and where to attend college considered sources of stress in 
BROWN’S life. 

• When PENNY MEEK is first interviewed by HSCO, she stated that she 
believed her son had committed suicide by playing the “choking game.” 

• Instagram post by THOMAS BROWN highlighting both Kirk Cobain and 
Judy Garland who both committed suicide. 

 

 THE UNEXPLAINED and CONTRADICTING EVIDENCE 
 THOMAS BROWN’S Dodge Durango 

 Through video enhancements by the FBI, the Dodge Durango was verified to be 
driving around town at approximately 1:10 a.m. on November 24th and again at 
5:28 a.m., near the intersection of Birch and 2nd.  The vehicle is then presumably 
seen driving into the sewage area at 5:56 a.m. (and never coming out). If 
THOMAS BROWN was behind the wheel of the Durango at these times, he 
would have been driving from the time he was pumping gas at Fronk’s, (around 
11:30 p.m.) until the Durango is last seen at 5:56 a.m. without having the use of 
his cell phone (the phone died at 12:23 a.m.), even though a charging cord was 
found in his vehicle 

 On the evening of THOMAS BROWN’S disappearance, TUCKER BROWN, brother of 
THOMAS BROWN, rode around with former HCSO Deputy PYNE GREGORY from 
approximately 4:00 a.m. until 6 a.m. 
 The family of THOMAS BROWN has told numerous media sources and 

investigators that TUCKER BROWN rode around with GREGORY because 
GREGORY needed TUCKER BROWN to show him where SAIGE 
PENNINGTON, the ex-girlfriend of THOMAS BROWN, lived. Evidence shows 
that TUCKER BROWN called HCSO at 3:33 a.m. and requested to ride with a 
deputy, which is verified through phone records and dispatch logs.  

 The family has also stated that about 15 minutes before the Durango pulled into 
the sewage area that GREGORY and TUCKER drove through the pavilion area 
and TUCKER noticed the gate to the sewage area was open.  

 Video at the pavilion does not show any vehicles driving though the pavilion area 
from 3:45 am until the Durango presumptively pulls in past the gate at 5:56 a.m. 

 GREGORY’S report also stated that TUCKER actively kept him from that area.  
 A recovered iMessage from TUCKER BROWN’S iCloud account, at 5:47 a.m. 

from TUCKER TO PENNY MEEK states, “We drove out to Saige's, to the Y, 
and then to the lake. We still haven't found anything.” Video confirms that 
TUCKER was dropped off at approximately 5:56 a.m.   

 Items belonging to THOMAS BROWN located in various places miles apart along Lake 
Marvin Road and not found all together with the Dodge Durango or the skeletal remains 



   
 

   
 

as you would expect in an apparent suicide. No items found near the skeletal remains or 
the Durango that could be attributed to the method of committing suicide.  

 Various witnesses indicated deception on polygraph exams. Some of these same 
witnesses have given contradictory statements about seemingly irrelevant facts over the 
course of the investigation. 

 Digital forensics indicate it is more likely than not that THOMAS BROWN had his 
battery case on his phone the night of his disappearance. Phone records show his phone 
would have had a charging/ “plug-in” event prior departing his home around 6:04 p.m. 
that evening. Because there is never an “unplug” event later that same evening, it would 
seem to indicate that BROWN turned his charging case on while at his house (as opposed 
to plugging his phone into a charging cable connected to an outlet and then unplugging it 
before leaving the house) and then left the house with the phone while the case was still 
charging the phone. The phone is later found without a case and BROWN’S mother has 
stated the case has been in her possession since BROWN’S disappearance. To date, the 
case has not been produced to investigators. 

 Per a search warrant issued to Apple, Inc., THOMAS BROWN’S iCloud account 
contained very little data while TUCKER BROWN’S account had thousands of 
photographs, messages, and other data (verified through digital forensics). The brothers 
shared an iCloud account. Per a search warrant issued to Facebook, THOMAS 
BROWN’S Facebook account was deleted-no information could be obtained on when the 
account was deleted. During the investigation, PENNY MEEK provided information to 
law enforcement that PHILLIP KLEIN had taken down THOMAS BROWN’S Facebook 
account. When the investigative team asked PHILLIP KLEIN if he had taken down the 
account, he denied doing so and stated he thought PENNY MEEK had taken down the 
account. 

 

 CONCLUSION 
 Friends of THOMAS BROWN who were with BROWN, or in communication with 

BROWN, on the night of his disappearance include: KALEB KING, CHRISTIAN 
WEBB, MICHAEL CASELTINE AND SAIGE PENNINGTON. These individuals have 
fully cooperated with this investigation and are not considered to be persons of interest in 
this case at this time.  

 The investigative team has determined that CHRISTOPHER JONES is an unreliable 
witness who has told multiple versions of stories over the years. All statements were fully 
investigated. JONES has been accounted for on the night of November 23, 2016.  No 
credible evidence currently exists that JONES is a person of interest in this case. 

 NATHAN LEWIS and PYNE GREGORY are accounted for on the evening of 
THOMAS BROWN’S disappearance (verified through the search conducted at HCSO, 
phone records and video evidence.) There is currently no credible evidence to suggest 
that LEWIS and GREGORY are persons of interest in this case.  

 Search warrant affidavits are open records and all search warrant affidavits served in this 
case are attached to this press packet. 



   
 

   
 

 A suspended case is still considered an open case and no other documents outside of this 
press packet will be released at this time.  

 This investigative summary does not contain all evidence investigated or known by the 
OAG investigators in this case and should not be viewed as a document reflecting all 
evidence in the case. This document is meant to inform the public of the significant and 
contentious issues surrounding the investigation into the death of THOMAS BROWN. 
This Office is releasing this investigative summary because it believes it is in the best 
interest of the public, witnesses in the investigation and, most importantly of THOMAS 
BROWN, to disseminate factual and credible information that has been gathered after a 
thorough and exhaustive investigation over the past several years. 
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